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Abstract 
The significant price-trading volume correlation found in the 
residential property market presents a challenge to the rational 
expectation hypothesis. Existing theories account for this fact with either 
capital market imperfection (down-payment effect or loss-aversion 
consideration) or imperfect information (search theoretic models). 
However, the two mainstream theories for the residential property 
market appear less relevant to the commercial property market. Using 
transaction data from both the sale and the rental office market in Hong 
Kong, this thesis is the first attempt to investigate whether the well-
documented price-trading volume correlation is present in the 
commercial property market. Or it opens up the question that whether 
there exist some fundamental structural differences between the two 
markets. The research faces the different degrees of severity of capital 
market constraint, thus provides an indirect but effective test for 
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1.1 Background of the Present Study 
Should the trading volume of an asset and the corresponding price 
be correlated if the agents are rational? In the context of the financial 
market, Lucas (1978) demonstrates that there should not be any 
correlation if the agents are rational, the capital market is perfect and if 
the market is centralized] However, accumulating evidence suggests 
that the opposite is true in both equity market and property market. On 
top of the information diffusion issue emphasized by the finance 
literature, the distinctive features of the property market such as down-
payment requirement (e.g. Stein, 1995), loss-aversion consideration 
(e.g. Genesove and Mayer, 2001) and informational friction4 (e.g. 
Berkov'ec and Goodman, 1996) would generate a positive price-trading 
volume correlation as well. 
While consistent evidences in the property market are exclusively 
‘ I t means that agents are equally informed or equally uninformed. See Wang (1994) for more 
discussion. 
2 The literature is very large. For a survey, see Lo and Wang (2000), Leung, Lau and Leong (2002). 
3 See also Kiyotaki and Moore (1997), Ortalo-Magne and Rady (1999). 
4 See also Wheaton (1990). 
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pertaining to the residential sector, commercial properties^ are perceived 
to behave differently. For instance, the office buyers have greater 
financing ability than ordinary households, as firms can raise fund 
through not only bank loans but also debt and equity issues. Besides, 
corporations face lower risk of real estate investment since they have 
limited liability. Hence, the unique characteristics of commercial 
properties, i.e., the less stringent liquidity constraints^ and the less 
significant risk aversion^ render the capital market imperfection effect 
inapplicable in a sense. In fact, the down-payment effect is absent for the 
rental properties. 
However, few evidences ever suggest the different degree of 
severity of informational friction between the commercial property 
market and the residential property market, or between the sale and 
rental sectors. Empirically, search costs lack appropriate measurement 
and thus no quantitative analysis has been conducted yet. In a theoretic 
perspective so far, the information imperfection effect is expected to be 
as relevant to the commercial property market as the residential property 
5 "Commercial property market" is used interchangeably with "office market" in this study. Generally, 
commercial properties include office, retail, and industrial buildings, but the latter two are excluded 
from this study given to their different characteristics. 
6 Independent evidences supporting this perception are expected. Hong Kong Monetary Authority has 
conducted the monthly survey for residential mortgage loan continuously for several years, but 
unfortunately, no statistics on commercial mortgage loan are available so far. See figure 19 in 
appendix 3 for details. 
7 The loss-aversion is obviously due to the fact that there is no insurance market for real estate 
investment. Thus, loss-aversion theory can also be interpreted as a form of imperfect capital market 
theory. 
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market, and the same relevant to both the sale and the rental sectors. 
As a synthesis, although there are convincing theories, which 
predict that price and trading volume are positively correlated in the 
residential property market and the "perfect rational expectation model" 
g 
does not hold, whether the well-documented correlation is present in 
the commercial property market will depend on the dominant effect 
behind. 
Specifically, if the capital market imperfection is the dominant 
factor of the price-trading volume correlation observed in the residential 
property market, then such correlation will be weakened in the sale 
office market, and even weaker in the rental office market. 
Alternatively, if the informational friction is the driving force of 
the residential property price-trading volume correlation, then there is no 
strong reason explaining that the correlation would be weaker in the 
commercial real estate market. Similarly, there is no reason why the 
correlation in the rental market should be expected different from that in 
the sale market. 
For instance, see Follain and Velz (1995), Hort (1999), Lament and Stein (1999), Leung, Lau and 
Leong (2002). 
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Consequently, these sharply different predictions of the resulting 
correlations motivate the understanding of the commercial property 
market in perspective of the market imperfection^. 
1.2 Purpose of the Study 
Based on the previous discussion on price-trading volume 
correlation, this study aims to give a first attempt to investigate the 
commercial property market. By applying the capital market 
imperfection and the information imperfection frameworks for the 
residential property market to the commercial counterpart, this study 
inspires to uncover the possible inconsistent price-trading volume 
relationship, thus to provide some indirect evidence for the dominant 
force behind. 
As a further step, this research inspires to distinguish the 
competing theories which successfully explain the observed correlation. 
For one thing, agents may be subject to down-payment constraint, loss 
aversion and search friction at the same t i m e . � Therefore, the issue may 
not be whether these effects exist, but rather which effect dominates. In 
9 When discussing the results on rental commercial properties, caution should be applied. It is 
because a property's rent is not an asset price. Such results cannot be interpreted in perspective of 
rational expectation or asymmetric information. 
1° Evidence can be found in Genesove and Mayer (2001). 
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fact, there is an important difference between these theories in terms of 
their aggregate implications. Capital market imperfection theories tend to 
suggest either the property price statistically leading the trading volume, 
or a lack of lead-lag relationship between price and volume," while 
information imperfection theories tend to suggest the trading volume 
leading the property price. ^ ^ 
It is appropriate to begin the analysis with disaggregate data. First, 
disaggregate data take into account of the idiosyncrasy of the office 
properties. Second, the composition of the property being traded may 
change over the business cycle (such as higher quality versus lower 
quality, at the central business district versus rural area). The results of 
aggregate analysis will be difficult to interpret. Therefore, the building 
1 "X 
level data would be better to isolate the possible aggregation bias . Next, 
these buildings will be aggregated at the district and regional level for 
the examination of whether the price-volume relations will change with 
the geographical aggregation. Further tests are conducted to examine the 
robustness of the aggregate study results. 
Therefore, to complement the previous literature, which tends to 
“Without a panel data set on household level, the down-payment theory and the loss-aversion theory 
are observational equivalent to each other. 
12 Leung, Lau and Leong (2002) provide a discussion on these models. 
B See Hanushek, Rivkin and Taylor (1996) for more discussion on the aggregation bias. 
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focus on the residential property market in the Western countries and 
employ more aggregate data sets, the present study attempts to shed light 
on the discussion by investigating the commercial property market in 
Hong Kong, with a more disaggregated data set. 
1.3 Significance of the Research 
It should be stressed that the implications of this research reach 
beyond just understanding the dominant force of the property 
price-trading volume correlation. First, for instance, the modeling of the 
real estate market often struggles between the capital market 
imperfection approach and the search theoretic approach, as both 
approaches are consistent with many existing empirical works. This 
research helps to provide some hints for this difficult modeling choice by 
examining the aggregate implications of the two approaches. If the 
down-payment effect and the loss-aversion effect turn out to be the 
dominant forces behind the property price-trading volume relationship, 
then it might be safe in many applied theoretical studies to ignore the 
imperfect information consideration stressed by the search theoretic 
approach. 
Second, while the two approaches typically imply that the market 
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outcome is suboptimal，they carry very different policy implications on 
different issues. For instance, if the imperfect information is the main 
reason for the insufficient liquidity in the real estate market, then the 
government should encourage the investment of information technology 
in the real estate industry and require the real estate agents to provide 
updated information of all the transactions, and perhaps even demand 
both the buyer and seller sides to list their offers and requests. If, 
however, the determining factor of the property market is the capital 
market imperfection, then some intervention in the loan market and 
insurance market may be welfare-improving. Therefore, it is crucially 
important to acquire the knowledge of which dominant force in the 
property market is. 
1.4 Organization of the Thesis 
The organization of the thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 delineates the 
related literatures in several aspects. Chapter 3 provides a description of 
the data used. Chapter 4 discusses the methodology employed. Chapter 5 
presents the empirical findings and the interpretations. Chapter 6 is some 




The recent development of models of capital market imperfection 
and information imperfection has generated an extensive research in the 
price-volume dynamics in the housing market, as delineated in the first 
section. The second section briefly reviews some parallel works on the 
price-volume relationship in the stock market. For comparison, the third 
section discusses the previous concerns of the commercial real estate 
researches. The fourth section mentions some other studies of the 
connection between the owner-occupied property market and the rental 
property market in terms of the price-rent ratio. 
2.1 Review of Literatures on Price-Volume Relation in the 
Housing Market 
Existing theories predict a positive relationship between the housing 
price and sales transactions, also many empirical works identify a robust 
and positive price-trading volume correlation with housing market data. 
Note that these discussions are in regard to the secondhand housing 
market, hence most buyers are owner-buyers who already have a house. 
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Stein (1995) develops a down-payment model of the liquidity 
constraints and stresses the impact of an increase in the housing price on 
the housing demand by the buyers subject to severe down-payment 
constraints. In this model, buyers can be divided into three groups at any 
level of house prices: 1) "unconstrained movers"; 2) "constrained 
movers"; and 3) “constrained non-movers". Buyers in the first group are 
sufficiently wealthy that financial constraints have no effect on their 
behavior. Thus, for them, housing demand is a decreasing function of 
price. Buyers in the second group have an intermediate level of wealth, 
and face binding financial constraints. For them, the net demand for 
housing is an increasing function of price: if house prices were to rise, a 
constrained-mover buyer would be able to realize more from the sale of 
their old house, and use the proceeds to make a down-payment on a large 
new house. Finally, buyers in the third group are so wealth-constrained 
that they are better off sitting tight in spite of the potential gains from 
moving, thus they neither buy nor sell. Although the static model is weak 
in thinking about the dynamic nature of the adjustment process, it 
stresses an important phenomenon in the housing market: trading volume 
is strongly correlated with prices. The down-payment model starts the 
study of capital market imperfection for residential properties and is well 
documented in the subsequent empirical studies on housing markets. 
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Genesove and Mayer (2001) show that loss aversion affects seller 
behavior in the housing market, with data from a boom-bust cycle in 
downtown Boston from 1990 to 1997. In the asking price regression, 
nominal loss (LOSS) and loan to value ratio (LTV) are employed to 
measure the sensitivity to loss aversion and liquidity constraint 
respectively. Both estimates are significant but the former is larger, 
implying that both forces are present but loss aversion is more important 
than liquidity constraint in explaining the price setting behavior. This 
mere fact that prices are determined by seller characteristics in addition 
to unit attributes, whether that be through loss aversion or liquidity 
constraint, indicates that the market is far from being a perfect asset 
market. Further, in the transaction price regression, the smaller 
estimated coefficients, although significant, suggest the effect of some 
additional element. The sellers' lagged adjustment to new market 
conditions is suspected to be a third mechanism of the positive 
price-trading volume correlation. These empirical evidences support the 
argument as in the introduction that agents may be subject to several 
effects at the same time. Besides, alternative tests also show the 
differential behaviors of the market participants: realized sellers exhibit 
less loss aversion than withdrawers; investors mitigate their marginal 
response much more than owner-occupants do for large losses. 
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Berkovec and Goodman (1996) develop a search theoretic model 
constructed as follows. In each continuous period, sellers set prices for 
their units and buyers have valuations of the units they randomly inspect, 
sales take place only when a buyer values the selected unit above the 
price posted by the seller. It is assumed that there are always more sellers 
than buyers in the market, and sellers face a greater pressure of staying 
on the market than buyers. The probability of a buyer visit is defined as 
the ratio of buyers to sellers in the period. Under the information 
imperfection, the current value of the ratio is unknown. Sellers are 
assumed to set prices based on the previous observable values. The 
higher the buyer-to-seller ratio, the higher the price sellers will set， 
because it is more likely to find a buyer willing to pay a higher price 
during the period. If a demand shock occurs with the ratio change, price 
movement will have a positive but later response than the movement of 
sales. This model introduces the information imperfection effect on the 
housing market. Given the housing unit is transacted in a search 
environment, the homeowners' decision is not simply to sell or not at the 
market price, but whether they can find a right buyer or house to buy. 
Combined with the consideration of liquidity constraints, the result has a 
broader implication like the frequency and dominant force (Leung et al., 
2002). 
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Hort (1999) further provides an empirical research in the search 
theoretic framework, based on a VAR model of house prices, the number 
of sales and the after-tax mortgage rate, with monthly and quarterly 
panel data for regional housing markets in Sweden. He first challenges 
the perfect price-adjustment assumption, where the short-run price effect 
of a demand shock occurs instantly without friction, and the number of 
sales is implicitly expected to be unaffected during the adjustment 
process. However, information frictions in real markets arise from the 
heterogeneity of the housing units and the fact that most households are 
infrequent traders. Thus agents are likely to be slow in recognizing 
market-wide price changes. Moreover, there exist asymmetries in 
buyers' and sellers' responses such that the market is likely to exhibit 
some quantity adjustment. Hort (1999) argues that buyers' behaviors are 
guided by the direct effect of a demand shock on their individual budget 
constraint, while sellers' decisions are based on estimates of the effect on 
the distribution of bids. In other words, the demand shock shifts the 
distribution of buyers' bids, while leaving the distribution of sellers' 
reservation prices unaffected. Thus, the number of sales falls while the 
price of those sales remains relatively high. This implication is supported 
by the testing result. The number of sales is negatively correlated with 
the ccntemporaneous prices when the general supply and demand 
conditions are controlled. 
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Wheaton (1990) proposes a matching model that deals with housing 
turnover, search, and pricing in the owner-occupied market. In the 
single-family housing market, households that move are both buyers and 
sellers at the same time. Search is necessary but costly due to imperfect 
information. The decision of the searching households involves how 
much effort (such as number of visits) to put into searching. More effort 
will not yield a better match, but rather the more rapid attainment of a 
known improvement in housing quality. So the matching rate is 
determined by the degree of search effort undertaken by the mismatched 
households. Also, both the matching rate and the turnover rate have a 
negative relationship with the expected sales time, and the sales rate 
(inverse of the expected sales time) directly determines the price. As the 
turnover rate increases exogenously, for example, from greater 
demographic change or economic fluctuation, search effort will decrease. 
However the total impact of greater turnover on the expected sales time 
is positive. The impacts of turnover rate on the searching effort, 
matching rate, sales rate, and housing price respectively are established 
in the comparative steady state analysis. The total effect of turnover on 
prices is found to be positive. It indicates that, in the context of single 
family housing market, high prices do little to dampen demand. 
13 
Follain and Velz (1995) estimate a structural model of the 
owner-occupied housing market. They consider the traditional factors of 
demand, supply, the number of households and the newly-added factor 
of the number of existing home sales. Regression between sales volume 
and price yields a positive coefficient on price over the entire period but 
a negative coefficient for a restricted period. A possible explanation of 
the negative relationship between sales volume and price is the 
improvement in mortgage instruments. This improvement indicates that 
a lessening in the importance of liquidity constraints can eliminate the 
positive correlation. 
Leung et al. (2002) examine the correlation between housing price 
and trading volume in Hong Kong. Contrary to the predictions of 
standard rational expectation models, a robust positive correlation 
between the two variables is identified. While no clear lead-lag 
relationship is found in the raw data, which is more consistent with the 
down-payment model, the medium-run component of the trading volume 
tends to lead (and Granger cause) the corresponding component of the 
property price, which is more consistent with the search model. The 
explanation to reconcile the difference is, liquidity constrained 
homeowners will realize the capital gains and move even if the housing 
prices only increase temporarily, while unconstrained owners are not 
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affected by the temporary price change because they will not move until 
they can find the right buyers or the right houses to buy. This difference 
in behavior suggests that different forces may dominate in different 
frequencies. Specifically, the down-payment effect dominates in the 
short-run but is overshadowed by the search effect in the medium run. 
2.2 Review of Literatures on Price-Volume Relation in the 
Stock Market 
Numerous studies have examined the relationship between returns 
and trading volume in the stock market . i4 Although these results and 
explanations cannot be applied directly to the property market, some of 
the approaches are parallel to the approaches in examining the property 
market behavior. These researches also indicate that the price-volume 
relationship is an important issue in asset market. 
Gallant et al. (1992) argue that more can be learned about the stock 
market through studying the joint dynamics of stock prices and trading 
volume than focusing only on the univariate dynamics of stock prices. 
They undertake a comprehensive investigation of price and volume 
co-movement, and estimate the joint density of current price change and 
14 Karpoff (1987) cites several reasons of the importance of the price-volume relations in his 
extensive review of theoretical and empirical research into the relationship between stock price 
changes and trading volume. 
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volume conditional on past price changes and volume. Several Empirical 
regularities are found, for example, there is a positive correlation 
between conditional volatility and volume, and large price movements 
are followed by high volume. 
Lee and Rui (2002) examine the sign and magnitude of causal 
relations between stock trading volume and returns in New York, Tokyo, 
and London stock markets. They distinguish the contemporaneous 
correlation from dynamic causal relationship among variables, and seek 
to understand whether the finding of the return-volume relationship 
across national markets is a result of contemporaneous or causal factors. 
After unit root test and stationarity transformation, a vector 
autoregression (VAR) model is used to test the causalities of the daily 
stock returns and trading volumes. The major findings are: 1) trading 
volume does not Granger-cause stock market returns on any of the three 
stock markets; 2) there exists a positive feedback relationship between 
trading volume and return volatility in all three markets. 
2.3 Review of Literatures on Commercial Property Market 
In the commercial property market research, previous focuses are on 
the stylized facts of the financial environment, the existence of excess 
16 
returns, the short-run and long-run price volatility, the price and rent 
determinants, the characters of office cycles. Nevertheless, the price-
trading volume relationship is not mentioned in their discussions.^^ 
Williams (1999) discusses some stylized facts in the U.S. real estate 
market. 1) Real estate market is characterized by costly sequential search, 
because of the loose organization around multiple-listing services or the 
informal networks of brokers. Almost all sellers post asking prices, and 
trading typically takes time. By contrast, listed securities are traded in 
frictionless markets which are tightly organized and highly centralized, 
and where traders can be executed quite quickly at much less cost so that 
search is not an issue. 2) Real assets are heterogeneous and cannot be 
completely isolated. Every property has other similar properties in its 
neighborhood. These comparable properties are not identical; they can 
be newer or older, smaller or larger. Recent transactions of the 
comparables can give information about common and idiosyncratic 
factors in negotiating the value of the current transaction. 3) Property 
cycle is a perplexing phenomenon in real estate market in terms of the 
dynamic relationship between volume and return. Inertia is important in 
cold market, many sellers have high reservation prices relative to buyers 
because sellers are reluctant to realize losses and may have too little cash 
The previous literature on commercial property has very different focuses from the present study. 
For a textbook treatment, see Ball, Morrison and Wood (1996). 
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to buy replacement homes due to the high leverage. So, rather than 
selling at current prices, potential sellers may prefer to remain in their 
homes and delay losses and transactions. While in hot market, landlords 
sell or lease to lock in gain once their returns reach an acceptable level 
and appear unwilling to wait for extraordinary gains. Thereby, in hot 
markets with rising prices, the trading volume is high, while in cold 
markets with falling prices, the reverse is true. 
Brown and Chau (1997) examine the possibility of earning excess 
returns of the Hong Kong commercial real estate market with both 
valuation and transaction-based data. As it takes time for price 
information to be released and for properties to be traded, there will 
always be a time lag between the realization of the buy or sell. In any 
filter size 16, the shorter the time-lag, the higher the excess returns. Excess 
returns for the office sector are larger and remain positive up to a longer 
time lag than the retail sector. However, in a less active market such as 
the office sector, buying and selling properties could affect market prices, 
hence investors may not be able to buy or sell according to the filter rule. 
Given to these issues, it is considered that the higher excess return in the 
office sector may be consistent with the efficient markets hypothesis. 
16 Filter rule is a technique of buying or selling a stock depending on past price movements. 
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Kwong and Leung (2000) show that the relative higher volatility of 
commercial property prices compared with residential property prices 
can be predicted by a Lucas-tree type of model. Two models are studied 
for the property prices, one is the fixed-supply model which captures the 
short-run situation, the other is the flexible-supply model which captures 
the long-run situation. In the fixed-supply model, the marginal utility of 
commercial property is relative large and hence the variance of 
commercial property price tends to be large. Moreover, the role of 
commercial property is very important in production, hence, as 
productivity changes over time, the price of commercial property tends 
to fluctuate more. In the flexible-supply model, commercial property 
production is very costly in bad times in terms of utility because a great 
deal of consumption has to be sacrificed even if the marginal utility of 
consumption is high. Therefore, relative to the price of residential 
property, the price of office will tend to be high which is reflected by the 
high volatility of commercial property price in the long run. 
Wheaton (1987) estimates a neoclassical office market model 
including absorption and supply equations. On the absorption side, net 
absorption depends on employment, the level of real rents, employment 
growth and lagged occupied stock of office space. On the supply side, 
construction depends on expected profits, as measured by rents, 
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vacancies, construction costs, and lagged employment growth. In the 
absence of suitable rent data, the lagged vacancy rate is substituted for 
rents in the absorption and supply equations under the assumption that 
rents respond to the vacancy rate with a lag. The estimation results show 
that the lagged vacancy rate coefficient is significant as expected in both 
equations. Given to the importance of leasing contracts in the office 
market, the lagged vacancy rate variables are viewed as indicators of the 
demand and supply decisions. The dependency of absorption and 
construction on lagged vacancy rates contributes to a national office 
market cycle. Supply reacts more to vacancies than absorption, as a 
result cyclicality increases. The significant effect of employment growth 
enters both equations and links the office market cycle to the national 
macro cycle. 
Dokko et. al (1999) stylize the office cyclical pattern. As the 
economic cycle declines to the trough, demand and supply forces result 
in an occupancy rate drop due to the prior over-building and subsequent 
weakened demand. Simultaneously, rental rates approach the lowest 
point of the cycle. Furthermore, over-building and other weakened 
general market demand lead to financial distress, insolvency, increased 
mortgage delinquency and foreclosures, especially for the less desirable 
properties. Lower rental income collections, perceived higher risk and 
2 0 
depressed future property resale price expectations are factors to place 
downward pressures on current market values. Frequently, market values 
decline substantially below replacement costs in such cycles. 
Consequently, significant increases in market occupancy and rental rate 
are necessary to justify subsequent new construction. Finally, lenders 
with substantial real estate holdings through the foreclosure process are 
eager to dispose of their real estate because of economic and regulatory 
pressures. Market values may be depressed for a substantial period of 
time as a possible result of the financial institution sales. A theoretical 
property cycle model linking economic fundamentals to property values 
is developed. Finally, knowledge about price volatility, market value 
correlation and cyclical timing allows practitioners to develop better 
value expectations and decision making abilities. 
McGough and Tsolacos (1999) adopt a VAR framework to examine 
the cyclical activity of office property development in U.K., and provide 
supporting evidence for the significant influence of office rents on the 
rate of new office construction. Rented accommodation is the dominant 
form of tenancy in the office market. This means that new development 
is largely initiated by developers and/or investors when the completed 
projects are profitable. Therefore, office construction is driven by office 
rents, as rents carry information about demand and supply conditions and 
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indicate the degree of profitability of new developments. 
Dobson and Goddard (1992) argue that the dual role of commercial 
property as a factor of production and as a store of value (an asset) 
requires the price and rent determination models to take account of the 
motivations of different type of commercial property users (owner-
occupiers and tenants) and those of different type of commercial 
property owners (owner-occupiers and landlords). Since the decisions to 
buy, to sell, to rent and to let are all influenced by both prices and rents, 
the market clearing conditions for the number of buyers to equal the 
number of sellers and the number of landlords to equal the number of 
tenants lead to a pair of equations in which price and rent are determined 
simultaneously. The solution shows that price and rent respond to 
changes in different demand and supply side variables. The empirical 
results indicate that employment is an important influence on price and 
rent. Real interest rates are also found to be negatively related to price 
but positively related to rent. Finally, prices and rents of commercial 
property are sensitive to residential property values. 
2.4 Review of Literatures on Rent-Price Ratio 
The predictive power of rent-price ratio deducted from the rental and 
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owner-occupied housing market is another concern of the real estate 
study. Clark (1995) examines whether regional variation in housing rents 
and prices is consistent with the general forward-looking behavior of the 
present value model. According to the present value model, investors in a 
given area will base valuation of housing on the current level of rent and 
expected future rent growth; the rent-price ratio will be high in areas 
where expected future rent growth is low. If the forward-looking 
behavior applies to some general, low-frequency forms, then the current 
rent-price ratio across areas should be a predictor of average rent growth 
of the future years. To test the hypothesis of low-frequency efficiency, 
Clark (1995) uses decennial U.S. census data by tracts and regresses rent 
growth between census year t and t+10 on the rent-price ratio in census 
year t. Estimates confirm this hypothesis: across areas the current 
rent-price ratio is significantly and negatively related to average future 
rent growth. It suggests that, at low frequencies, the forward-looking 
behavior of the present value model appears to be important in housing 
valuation. In other words, there exists long-horizon efficiency in the 
housing market. Over long periods, factors like transaction costs which 
prevent arbitrage from eliminating all short-term predictability in returns 
diminish in importance. 
Capozza and Seguin (1995) study expectations of capital 
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appreciation in the housing market. Census data of metropolitan areas 
are used to analyze the decadal appreciation rates. Controlling for 
cross sectional differences in the quality of rental versus owner-occupied 
housing, Capozza and Seguin (1995) show that expectations impounded 
in the rent-price ratio at the beginning of the decade successfully predict 
appreciation rates. It is demonstrated that the observed rent-price ratios 
contain a disequilibrium component that is powerful to forecast the 
subsequent appreciation rates. Capozza and Seguin (1995) also provide 
evidence consistent with euphoria: participants in housing markets 
appear to over-react to income growth. Both the investors and the 
homeowners appear to process past experience into an expected 
appreciation rate. When income growth has been high, they set rent-price 
ratios as if they systematically overestimate subsequent appreciation 
rates. 
2.5 Chapter Summary 
To make the literature review clearer, the study compares the 
literatures of the above four sections in several aspects including their 
research focuses, markets concerned, data employed and original 
findings (See Appendix 1 for the details). 1) In the secondhand 
owner-occupied housing markets, kinds of considerations like liquidity 
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constraint, loss aversion, search cost, informational friction, and vacancy 
control agreeably explain the positive price-trading volume correlations 
(or lead-lag relationship) with the support of national data in various 
frequencies. It is worthy to note that the lagging price adjustment (i.e. the 
information imperfection), and the mortgage instrument improvement 
(i.e. the less stringent down-payment constraint) could result in a 
negative price-trading volume correlation. 2) In the stock market, where 
the price-volume relation is a well-discussed topic, the main conclusion 
is that positive correlation or positive feedback relationship exists 
between trading volume and price volatility (or return volatility). 3) In 
the commercial real estate market, transaction is costly compared with 
the stock market, excess returns exist especially in the office sector, 
short-run and long-run price volatility are higher than the residential 
market, price and rent determinants account for the dual role of 
commercial properties, office cycles link the economic fundamentals to 
the property values. 4) In the conjunction of the rental and the 
owner-occupied housing markets, when the cross-sectional differences in 
the quality of rental versus owner-occupied housing are controlled, the 
observed rent-price ratios contain a disequilibrium component that has 
significant predictive power for future rent growth and subsequent 
appreciation rates. 
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Unlike the previous empirical works which mainly employ more 
aggregate data sets of the Western countries, the next chapter will 
introduce the building-level data regarding both the sale and the rental 




3.1 Economic Property Research Centre (EPRC) Dataset 
The commercial property data used in this study are provided by the 
Economic Property Research Centre (EPRC). In Hong Kong, all real 
estate transactions need to be registered and the EPRC simply compiles 
the data files obtained from the Land Registry Department of the Hong 
Kong government. The data set traces all the sales and rental records for 
each building during 1992-2001, including building name, installation 
date, transaction price, construction area and so on]? 
3.2 Sample Selection and Classification 
Not all the buildings are included in the present study. The criteria 
for sample selection and classification are as follows: 
1) Exclude the buildings without the record of construction area. 
2) Discard the buildings of which the total transaction periods are 
less than 4 quarters, thus to ensure a positive degree of freedom of the 
17 For more details about the EPRC, see Lau (2001), Leung，Lau and Leong (2002). 
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detrended or differenced series in the statistical test based on quarterly 
frequency. This is the full sample in the present research. 
3) Select the buildings with no less than 40 transactions during the 
entire sample period to form a restricted sample. This sample represents 
the most frequently transacted buildings, on average, there is at least one 
transaction each quarter. 
4) Select the buildings which have transactions both in the sale 
market and in the rental market. This collection of buildings is called the 
overlapping sample. Likewise, there is a restricted sub-sample according 
to criterion 3. 
5) Based on quarterly frequency, re-group the buildings at more 
aggregated geographical areas to examine the robustness of the 
disaggregate study results. The first level is the 18 districts (small), the 
second level is the 3 regions (large)/^ and the last level is the entire 
Hong Kong. 
3.3 Summary of statistics 
According to the above criteria, there are 6 sample groups in the 
disaggregate study and 22 groups in the aggregate study. Table 1 presents 
18 The 18 districts are: Central & Western，Wan Chai, Eastern, Southern, Yau Tsim Mong, Sham Shui 
Po, Kowloon City, Wong Tai Xin, Kwun Tong，Tsuen Wan, Tuen Mun, Yuen Long, Northern, Tai Po, 
Sai Kong, Shatin, Kwai Tsing, and Islands. The 3 regions are: the Hong Kong Island, Kowloon 
Penninsula, and New Territories. 
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the number of buildings in each sample group for the disaggregate study, 
and Table 2&3 present the number of transactions in each group for the 
aggregate study. 
In Hong Kong, there is a substantial amount of "office space 
transactions" taking place in the rental market rather than the sale market. 
The transaction records of office (or commercial property) in the rental 
market are much better than the residential counterpart.'^ As shown in 
Table 1, although the number of qualified buildings in the rental market 
is smaller than the sale market, the rental market is still non-negligible 
relative to the sale market. Notice that in Hong Kong, some commercial 
properties are exclusively for rental to generate cash for the 
corresponding developers (“cash cows"). Therefore, the size of overlap 
sample is limited. 
(Table 1 about here) 
Table 2 & 3 summarize the number of transactions in the sale and 
rental market r e s p e c t i v e l y ? � T h e r e are more than 18,000 transactions in 
the sale market and more than 6,000 transactions in the rental market. It 
19 The records of residential sale market and rental markets are kept in two different governmental 
departments till recently. Due to some legal restrictions, it is difficult for researchers to match the two 
kinds of files. 
20 In the rental market, each contract renewal is considered as a transaction, whether it is with the 
original firm or a new firm. More discussions on this point are in Chapter 5. 
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is clear that the most active trading areas are Yau Tsim Mong, Central & 
Westehi, and Wan Chai. 
(Table 2, 3 about here) 
Table 4 shows the number of total transactions of each building {total 
trading), the effective sampling period (the number of effective 
observations), and the number of zero-transaction period of each 
building, in both the sale market and the rental market. Basically, the 
different rows of the table convey the same message that the total trading 
volumes vary significantly across office buildings. The first row is self-
explanatory. The effective sampling period measures the number of 
,1 
periods between the first and the last period with transaction record. It 
shows that some buildings have transaction records in only a few 
quarters of the entire sample period. However, this measure does not 
capture the fact that there might be zero transaction quarters within the 
effective sampling period. The last row fills this gap. It confirms the 
statement that trading volumes vary dramatically across buildings. 
(Table 4 about here) 
Figure 1 provides a visualization of this significant variation among 
trading volumes of each building. In the distribution of the number of 
21 More details are in Chapter 4. 
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transactions, buildings with no more than 20 transactions during the 
entire period account for a disproportionately large share. In other words, 
the vast majority of buildings are not traded frequently either in the sale 
office market or in the rental office market. 
(Figure 1 about here) 
The property prices are non-stationary over time. Following Leung, 
Lau and Leong (2002), the present study employs the rate of retum^^, 
which will also be regarded as the detrended property price or simply 
property price, for the rest of this research. Figure 2 depicts the 
distribution of each building's quarterly average return in the sale and the 
rental market. It is clear that the average rate of returns in both markets 
concentrate at the interval of -0.1 �O.io/o. 
(Figure 2 about here) 
3.4 Chapter Summary 
The EPRC data set covers the entire ten years (1992-2001) of both 
the sale and rental office market transactions of Hong Kong. The present 
study selects the full sample and the restricted sample of the two markets 
respectively by the liquidity indicator (the number of t ransact ions) , the 
22 It is the value weighted average rate of return in real terms, using transaction value as the weight. 
See Chapter 4 for more details. 
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overlapping sample at the building level, and some aggregate samples by 
geographical districts and regions. The rental office market is thicker 
than the housing market counterpart, whereas the size of the overlapping 
sample is small because some commercial properties are exclusive for 
rental in Hong Kong. The characteristics of the disaggregated data in 
both the sale and the rental office market are, the number of transactions 
varies significantly across office buildings, while the values of average 
rate of return concentrate near the mean. 
After having a first look at the data used in the present study, the next 






This chapter defines the variables for the later statistical tests, and 
introduces the econometric tools that will be used in this study. These 
tools include the Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test, the Partial 
Auto-Correlation Function (PACF), the bootstrap technique and the 
Granger Causality test. 
4.1 Measurement 
Rate of Return (ROR) as a measure of current price level 
In this study, the realized rate of return is used to measure the current 
price level. First, it is distinguished from the expected return which is 
often discussed in the asset market. Second, it is the percentage change 
of the real price thus eliminating the possible non-stationarity and the 
scale effect. Third, it is a weighted average value in quarterly frequency 
using transaction value (product of unit price and construction area) as 
the weight. Intuitively, the larger the value successfully transacted, the 
more representative the trading is. Specifically, the formulae are: 
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where i is the index of building, j is the number of transactions of the 产 
building per quarter, P is the price per square feet, Q is the construction 
area (gross or net) , W is the ratio of the dollar value on the transaction 
date to the total dollar value transacted within a quarter, P is the 
weighted average price per quarter. 
Deflated by the quarterly composite consumer price index (1990=1), 
the percentage change of the real price^ "^  (the realized rate of return) is 
derived as follows: 




where P* is the real price per quarter of a certain building, ROR t is the 
23 Due to the incompleteness of data, some transaction records are absent of gross area or net area 
value. These two area measures are mutually exclusively used in calculation of one building's 
weighted average price. See more discussions on this point in Section 5.4. 
24 Genesove and Mayer (2001) use nominal purchase price as the reference point based on the 
suggestion that people often make financial decisions in nominal terms. Shafir et al. (1997) find that a 
majority of survey respondents focus on nominal instead of real gains in assessing hypothetical 
gains/losses in selling a house. 
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rate of return per quarter of that building. 
For convenience, it is supposed that the real price in the 
zero-transaction quarter is equal to the real weighted average price in the 
previous quarter. This treatment is intuitive since the ROR is perceived 
to be zero when there is no transaction during the period. However, there 
are some complications if the zero-transaction periods (zero ROR values) 
occur continuously in the beginning or at the end of the whole sample 
period. Indeed, it might not very informative to include many 
consecutive periods of zero transaction or zero ROR in the time series 
analysis. Therefore, this study would rather focus on the effective 
sampling period, which begins with the first period with non-zero ROR 
and ends with the last non-zero ROR period. Although there are 40 
quarters during 1992-2001, the effective sampling period for each 
building varies between the range of 5 � 3 9 . 
Number of transactions as a measure of trading volume 
» 
In this study, trading volume is simply treated as the number of 
transactions per quarter. In the previous literature regarding the owner-
occupied housing market, turnover is used interchangeably with sales. It 
25 See Table 4 in Appendix 2. 
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emphasizes that sales of an existing asset are examined and increases in 
sales merely because of stock growth are abstracted.^^ 
The number of transactions also has some advantages over the 
alternative measures like area or dollar amount. For instance, the total 
areas traded in a period cannot indicate the market activity correctly, as 
the size varies across properties.�？ The total dollar values traded in a 
period is misleading too, because it involves the price factor which 
reflects the construction and management quality, location, and even 
taste differentials. Therefore, unlike kinds of volume measures proposed 
and studied in the stock market^^, the most widely employed measure in 
the property market is the number of transactions, thus to avoid the 
possible disturbing effect of the heterogeneous property traits and 
idiosyncratic trader tastes. 
4.2 Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test 
As a standard procedure, ADF test is used to test for the stationarity 
of the time series data. This study concerns the correlation between price 
and trading volume, and the correlation is well defined only if the two 
26 See Hort (1999), Berkovec and Goodman (1996)，Follain and Velz (1995), Wheaton (1990). 
27 A robustness check using area as an alternative measurement of trading volume would be helpful. 
Due to the time constraint, the testing is not conducted here. 
28 See W?ng (2000) for a summary of the various measures used in a representative sample of the recent volume 
literature. 
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variables are stationary. Or else, a spurious correlation would be yield. 
There are several ways to check for the stationarity of a time series. 
By definition, i.e. check for the time-invariant mean, variance and all 
autocovariances, is not a practical method. Correlogram is a forthright 
tool to see if the auto-correlation diminishes as lag length increases, yet 
it is necessarily imprecise. Alternatively, test the presence of unit roots is 
a much formal way. The approach used in this study is the Augmented 
Dickey-Fuller (ADF) procedure (Dickey and Fuller, 1979’ 1981)，which 
is to test the null hypothesis that a series does contain a unit root (i.e., it 
is nonstationary) against the alternative of no unit root (stationary series) . 
The following illustration begins with the first-order autoregressive 
process and the simple Dickey-Fuller test. Consider the AR(1) process yt 
=aiYt-i + St, where St ~ iid(0, o^). Subtract yt_i from both sides of the 
equation, the equivalent form is: Ayt = yyt-i + 8t, where y = ai -1. Thus, 
testing Ho： (Xi = 1 against Hi： ai < 1 is simplified to construct a t-test with 
the null hypothesis y = 0 against the alternative y < 0. However, under 
non-stationarity, the statistic computed does not follow a standard 
t-distribution but, rather, a Dickey-Fuller x-distribution constructed by 
Monte Carlo techniques. 
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It should be noted that there is no drift term (intercept) or 
deterministic trend in that simplest form，yet these components are very 
sensitive to the validity of the unit root estimation. To be precise. Dickey 
and Fuller (1979, 1981) consider three different models: 
Ayt = yyt-i + 8t (3.1) 
Ayt = ao + yyt-i + St (3.2) 
Ayt = Oo + Yyt-i + a2t + St (3.3) 
(3.1) is a pure random walk, (3.2) is a random walk with a drift, and (3.3) 
is a random walk with both a drift and a deterministic trend. The 
parameter of interest in this study is gamma, regardless of which form is 
estimated; if y = 0, the {y j sequence contains a unit root. Of course, for 
different forms, the critical values of the t-statistics are distinguished. 
It is known that not all time series can be well represented by the 
first-order autoregressive process like (3 .1)� (3 .3) . If a simple AR(1) DF 
model is used when in fact yt follows an AR(p) process, then the error 
term will be autocorrelated, which violates the "white-noise" assumption, 
to compensate for the misspecification of the dynamic structure of yt. 
To solve the problem, ADF test extends the model as follow: 
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A y t = a � + 丫 yt-1 + a2 t + 玄 M)Vi+, ‘ + St 
1 = 2 
where y = -
\ '"=1 y 
(3.4) 
J=i 
Compared with the simple DF test, (3.4) adds lagged dependent 
variables 玄 A to capture the autocorrelated omitted variables that 
1=2 
would otherwise, by default, enter the error term. Thus ADF test can be 
validly applied to the general process. However, it is important to select 
the appropriate lag-length; too few lags may result in over-rejecting the 
null when it is true (type I error), while too many lags may reduce the 
power of the test (i.e., 1 minus the probability of a type II error). Usually, 
Akaike information criterion (AIC) and Schwartz Bayesian criterion 
(SBC) are adopted to determine the suitable lag length.^^ 
4.3 Partial Autocorrelation Function 
After verifying the stationarity, it is necessary to "pre-whiten" the 
series by removing the autocorrelation of the series, or a spurious large 
29 AIC = nn(RSS) + 2n, SBC = nn(RSS) + n \n{T), where n is the number of parameters estimated, Tis the 
number of usable observations, and RSS is the residual sum of square. 
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correlation between different time series can be resulted. Thus, PACF is 
used to identify the autocorrelation structure. After achieving the 
pre-whitening step, it is ready to calculate the correlation between 
property price/rent and the trading volume. 
The Partial Autocorrelation Function (PACF) can aid in the 
identification of an AR(p) model. For illustration, consider an AR(2) 
process: yt = aiyt-i+a2yt-2+St. Subtract the mean of {y j |i, the new AR(2) 
equation is: 
y : = 92iyt-i* + 92271-2' + t^ 
where y* = yt - jj. 
ex = an error term (3.5) 
Here the symbol {e j is used since this error process may not be 
white noise. In (3.5) 922 is the partial autocorrelation coefficient between 
Yt and h . It is the autocorrelation between yt and h controlling for the 
effect of yt-i，i.e., eliminating the indirect autocorrelation between yt, yt-i, 
and yt_2. Repeating this process for all additional lags yields the PACF. 
With sample size n，n/4 lags are used to obtain the sample PACF. 
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A useful feature of the PACF for an AR(p) process is that it should 
cut to zero for all lags greater than p, because there is no direct 
autocorrelation between yt and yt_s for s > p. Under the null hypothesis of 
an AR(p) model (i.e., all (pp+i, p+i are zero), the variance of the (pp+i，p+i is 
approximately T-1. Then the significance of PACF coefficients is tested 
to identify the order of the AR process. 
4.4 Bootstrap Technique 
To test for the statistical significance, it is necessary to know the 
underlying statistical properties of the time series. Traditional approach 
is to assume that the two time series are jointly normal and hence some 
standard tests for significance can be forthrightly employed. However, 
the normality assumption may not hold for small samples. To uncover 
the underlying (unobservable) distribution of the “noises”，this study 
employs the bootstrap method (Efron，1979). 
Bootstrap technique is to obtain a description of the sampling 
properties of empirical estimators using the same sample data themselves, 
rather than using the broad theoretical results. Random samples are 
chosen with replacement from a data set and each sample is analyzed in 
the same way. Sampling with replacement means that every sample is 
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returned to the data set after sampling. So a particular data point from the 
original data set could appear multiple times in a given bootstrap sample. 
The number of elements in each bootstrap sample equals the number of 
elements in the original data set. Repeating the procedure with large 
enough times can approximate the underlying distribution of noises to 
test the statistical significance. 
This study bootstraps the confidence intervals based on percentiles of 
the bootstrap distribution of the correlation coefficients. The procedure 
involves the following three steps. 
(1) Bootstrap sampling. Denote the sample correlation of the actual 
data with sample size (n=30) asy3. A bootstrap sample consists of 30 
points selected at random and with replacement from the actual 30 data. 
The sample correlation of the bootstrap sample is a bootstrap 
replication p *，which may be larger or smaller than p . Independent 
repetitions of the bootstrap sampling process give bootstrap replications 
p\\),p{2), An ideal bootstrap situation can be obtained in an 
asymptotic sense when the number of bootstrap replications is infinite. In 
practice, a finite number B of replications is used. 
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(2) Percentile interval These replications p{b) (b=l,…，B) form a 
bootstrap histogram, which strongly resembles the population histogram. 
The percentiles of the bootstrap histogram are used to define the 
confidence intervals. Let p^"^ be the 100-a"' empirical percentile of 
the values, i.e. the 5. a'" value in the ordered list of the B replications 
o fp* . So if B=5000 and a = 025, ； � is the 125'^  ordered value of the 
replications. Likewise, let be the 100 • (1 - a)"' empirical percentile. 
The approximate 1-2a percentile interval is: 
加 入 ⑷，;(丨’. （3.6) 
If the bootstrap distribution of p* is roughly normal, then the 
standard normal and percentile intervals will nearly agree. The central 
limit theorem shows that as(n — co)，the bootstrap histogram will become 
normal shaped, but for small samples it may look very non-normal. 
When the bootstrap histogram is markedly non-normal, the inferences 
based on the normal distribution will be suspect. 
(3) Significance testing. This study is to test whether the correlation 
coefficient is significantly different from zero at the .05 level. Under the 
bootstrap distribution, if zero falls into the 95% confidence interval 
[；3二(025)，々 》975)] , the null hypothesis that the estimated correlation 
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coefficient is insignificant can be accepted. If zero falls outside the 95% 
interval, the alternative that the estimated correlation coefficient is 
significant can be accepted. 
4.5 Granger Causality Test 
The correlation coefficient is a convenient tool to summarize the 
strength of the contemporaneous relationship. However, the relationship 
between two time series need not be contemporaneous. Cross-correlation 
function is a virtualized tool to measure the lagged effect but not precise 
enough. To formally assess the lead-lag relationship between two time 
series, this research employs the Granger Causality test. 
Causality in the sense defined by Granger (1969) and Sims (1972) is 
inferred when lagged values of a variable Xt have explanatory power in a 
regression of a variable yt on lagged values of yt and Xt. This study tests 
for the Granger Causality of the ROR and VOL without controlling for 
autocorrelation. 
At first, a VAR model in the compact form is set up as follows: 
1 办 = A T + |>11 r i 2 " | � - i " | + ( 3 8 ) 
A l i J W IAO� L,i3 ？^MJI^-I� Uz,J ‘ 
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or 
B x t = To + T i Xt- i+ £t 
where 
R - 「 1 V - 「 少 ' 1 r - � � _ 
l A i 1 � 1 3 � L V 
r , = 叫， 8 t = 卜 ] (3.9) 
？ 1^4� L � ' _ 
The VAR in standard form is: 
叫 = r ^ i o i + 卜 11 叫 卜 + 卜 
� L仅20� L仅21 仅：22�|_2丨-1� 1_它2/_ 
where 
« i o l = [ " 办 1 � 一 � r « i i «12] = W U - K Y i x r n - b n / i z ' 
_«20」 办 20 � 仅22」 L 厂 21 T i l _ 
叫=[、-、2〜'] (3.10) 
L � . 
or 
Xt = A o + A i X t . i + Ct 
where 
A o = B - ^ F o A i = B - i r i et = B-^St ( 3 . 1 1 ) 
In the Granger Causality test of the VAR model, only the restricted 
equations are relevant, the unrestricted equations have identical 
regressors. Thus the test of the VAR model can be based on the simple F 
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test in a single equation. The degree of freedom is the number of zero 
restrictions (Greene, 2000). So, in (3.10), the hypothesis ai2= 0 is of 
interest, i.e.，{zj Granger Causes {y j if and only if ai2 is zero. 
4.6 Chapter Summary 
Before investigating the relationship between price and trading 
volume, the study defines these two variables as the percentage change 
of real price and the number of transactions respectively, both of which 
are the well-accepted measurements in the previous related works. Also, 
before the calculation of correlation coefficients, the stationary and pre-
whitened time series data are obtained, based on the results of unit root 
test (Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test) and the results of AR process 
identification (Partial Auto-Correlation Function). Then the results of 
correlation significance test with Bootstrap technique and the results of 
lead-lag relationship with Granger causality test in respect to each 




This chapter first presents the empirical findings of the building-level 
analysis. These results are interpreted in the sale market, rental market 
and the overlapping sample respectively. Then the results of the 
disaggregate analysis are compared with the results from the aggregate 
study. 
5.1 Sale Market 
Figure 3 is the frequency distribution of correlation coefficients 
between the price and the trading volume in the sale market for the full 
sample. "Frequency" (or absolute frequency) in the vertical axis 
indicates the number of buildings. "Interval" in the horizontal axis 
assigns the correlation coefficients within the whole range of -1.0 -1.0. 
In the distribution, the peak (largest frequency) occurs in the interval of 
-0.1 � - 0 . 2 , and the main part is between -0.4 � 0 . 1 . It is clear that the 
distribution is asymmetric and assigns more weight on the left. In other 
words, most office buildings in the sale market exhibit weak correlations 
between the price and the trading volume, and buildings with positive 
correlations are much less than those with negative correlations. 
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(Figure 3 about here) 
For the restricted sample, as summarized in Figure 4, the distribution 
is of the similar shape but the tails are shorter compared with the full 
sample. The peak shifts a little to the right (in the interval of 0 � 0 . 1 ) and 
the shortened range is between -0.5 � 0 . 5 . However, the main message 
remains the same. Most buildings exhibit weak correlations between 
price and trading volume. 
(Figure 4 about here) 
Significance tests are conducted to get the more precise results. Table 
5 shows, at the 95% confidence level, the percentage of insignificant 
correlation coefficients is about 90%，both in the full sample and the 
restricted sample. Hence, it confirms the statement that most buildings 
do not exhibit significant correlations between price and trading volume. 
Considering the possible structural break during 1997, for example, 
the change of the political regime in July and the impact of the Asian 
financial crisis at the end of this year, this research truncates the 
sampling period up to the second quarter in 1997 to see the robustness. 
1992Q1�1997Q2 is referred the truncated period relative to the entire 
period in this study. The results of the correlation coefficient significance 
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test are reported in Table 5 too. Still there are over 90% of buildings with 
insignificant correlation coefficients both in the full sample and in the 
restricted sample. However, the proportionality inside the significant 
correlations does change a little. It is found that the proportion of 
positive correlations increases and the proportion of negative 
correlations decreases relative to the entire sample period. 
(Table 5 about here) 
To formally assess the lead-lag relationship between the commercial 
property price and trading volume, Granger causality tests are conducted. 
Table 6 clearly shows that in both the full and restricted sample, over 
80% of buildings have insignificant statistical values in the F-test. In 
other words, most buildings exhibit neither the relationship of price 
granger causing trading volume, nor the relationship of trading volume 
granger causing price. Among the nearly 15% of buildings with 
significant F-statistics, both causalities exist and the direction is either 
positive or negative. However, the dominant relationship is that trading 
volume positively granger causes price. Besides, the case of two-way 
causality never occurs within a single building. Compared with the entire 
period, the patterns of causality significance and direction repeat in the 
truncated period 
(Table 6 about here) 
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Clearly, it is in sharp contrast to the existing literature, which 
employs residential property data and identifies a robustly and 
significantly positive relationship between the property price and the 
trading volume. A tempting explanation is that the buildings belong to 
different "classes" and they have very different behaviors. For instance, 
the office buildings may differ in terms of quality (captured by the 
average price) or differ in terms of liquidity,^^ so the price-volume 
correlations are different across different classes of buildings. To 
investigate the possibility, Figure 5 plots the price-volume correlation 
against the average price, and Figure 6 plots the price-volume 
correlations against the total trading volume of the corresponding 
building. 
Figure 5 displays two sub-samples of office buildings, one with gross 
net price and the other with net unit price. Yet, there is no clear 
relationship between the price-volume correlation and the price within 
either group. If the real price is a good indicator of the building quality, 
then it is safe to conclude that the correlation is not affected by the 
building quality. 
This research did not consider the "floor effect" of commercial property, which is believed to be 
smaller than that of the residential property. As commercial property is for production rather than 
consumption, the "view" of different floors should not matter much. Also the present sample size is 
not large enough to distinguish between the high-level versus the low-level floors of each building. 
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(Figure 5 about here) 
Figure 6 does not seem to suggest any relationship between the 
price-volume correlation and the trading volume (liquidity) either. 
Nevertheless, Figure 6 does suggest that buildings with higher trading 
volume tend to have less variation in the price-volume correlations. In 
other words, the liquidity has little effect on the magnitude of the 
price-volume correlation, but rather reduces the variability of the 
correlation. 
(Figure 6 about here) 
5.2 Rental Market 
This section follows the procedures in section 5.1 to study the rental 
office market. The first step is to summarize the frequency distribution of 
the rent-transaction correlations. Figure 7 and 8 show the results for the 
full and restricted sample respectively. For the full sample, the peak 
occurs in the interval of -0 .2� -0 .3 , and the main part is between - 0 . 7 � 
0.1. For the restricted sample, the peak shifts a little to -0.1�0，and the 
most majority is between the range of -0 .5�0 .5 , except for some outliers 
in the interval of -0.6—0.7 and 0 . 6 � 0 . 7 . Generally speaking, the 
distribution of correlation coefficients in the rental market is quite 
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similar to that of the sale market. Both in the full sample and in the 
restricted sample, the asymmetric distribution of rent-trading volume 
correlations allocates more weight on the negative part. 
(Figure 7, 8 about here) 
To formally assess the statistical relevancy, correlation coefficient 
significance tests are run. As shown in Table 7, there are more than 85% 
buildings with insignificant correlations in the full sample, and more 
than 90% buildings in the restricted sample. Interestingly, relative to the 
sale market, now more buildings display negatively significant rent-
trading volume correlations in both the full and the restricted sample. 
This finding is consistent with the conjecture that the capital market 
imperfection effect is the dominant force. Once that effect disappears， 
the positive correlation between property price and trading volume will 
disappear. In addition, the truncated period yields a similar result Over 
93% buildings display insignificant correlations and no building display 
a significantly positive correlation in the full sample. More robustly, all 
the buildings establish insignificant correlations in the restricted sample. 
(Table 7 about here) 
There is a technical problem typically in the rental market. In the sale 
market, if the buyer stays in the original building, there will be no 
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transaction. However, since the lease terms in the rental contracts last 
typically one to two years, the original tenant may still need to renew 
with the "landlord". So the rental contract renewal is of two types: one 
type is that there is no change in terms of renter and the commercial 
property unit ("‘routine contract renewar), and the other is with changes 
�“non-routine contract renewaF). Routine contract renewal involves 
those transactions such that the original renters stay in the original 
property units. For non-routine contract renewal, the renter may rent 
another unit in the same building, or move out of the building. Buildings 
are categorized according to the percentages of routine contract renewal 
during the sampling period. If the lack of correlation results from the 
offsetting effect of the routine contract renewals, then the proportion of 
significant correlation should decrease with the proportion of routine 
contract renewal. 
In Table the first row shows that all the contracts are renewed 
with the different landlords, i.e., they are non-routine contract renewals. 
From the second row, the intervals indicate the different proportions of 
the routine contract renewal among the building's total contract renewals. 
The last row shows that most or all of the contracts are renewed with the 
original landlords. Obviously, the number of buildings decreases with the 
31 The sampling period is still from 1992Q1 to 2001Q4. 
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proportion of routine contract renewal. However, the proportion of 
significant correlation does not decrease with the proportion of routine 
contract renewal. Insignificant correlation is the norm regardless of the 
proportion of the routine contract renewal. 
(Table 8 about here) 
The results of the granger causality test in the rental market and the 
sale market are also similar. As summarized in Table 9，around 80% of 
buildings do not display lead or lag relationship between the rent and the 
number of rental transactions. Among the nearly 20% buildings with 
significant causalities, rent negatively granger causing transactions is the 
dominant relationship. The case of two-way causality never occurs 
within a single building either. Likewise, the truncated period is re-tested 
for the granger causality. It is still found that insignificant causality 
accounts over 70% in the full sample and over 85% in the restricted 
sample. Yet the proportions inside the significant causalities are found 
different from the entire period. There is no clearly dominant causality in 
the full sample, while all the three buildings show that trading volume 
negatively causes rent in the restricted sample. However, the sample size 
of the truncated period is too small to aid to induce a generalized 
conclusion. 
(Table 9 about here) 
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Therefore, the rental market shows little causal relationship as in the 
sale market. However, there is a difference between the two markets. 
Among the buildings with significant causalities, the relationship of 
trading volume positively leading the corresponding property price 
dominates in the sale market, (which is more consistent with the search 
theoretic model), while the relationship of rent negatively leading trading 
volume dominates in the rental market. It coincides with the conjecture 
that, the role of the capital market imperfection in the rental market is 
less important than in the sale market of the commercial property. Thus, 
if the informational friction is not important, it should be observed that 
the behavior of the rental market is less consistent with the search 
theoretic models than the sale market. This is the case among the 
buildings with significant causal relationships in the present study. 
For comparison, Figure 9 plots the rent-trading volume correlations 
against the average real rent (in gross terms or in net terms), and Figure 
10 plots the rent-trading volume correlations against the total number of 
transactions. The results of the two graphs are surprisingly similar. 
Rent-trading volume correlation is not systematically related to the rental 
level or the number of transactions. 
(Figure 9, 10 about here) 
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5.3 Overlapping Sample 
Section 5.1 and 5.2 demonstrate that the property price-trading 
volume correlations are generally weak. Either there is no clear causal 
relationship between the two variables. It is in sharp contrast with the 
previous literature. One objection is the potential selection bias in the 
commercial real estate. Perhaps the office buildings selected by the 
developers exclusively for sale are intrinsically different from those 
exclusively for rental. Thus, it would be interesting to examine the 
overlapping sample, which collects all the buildings traded both in the 
sale and the rental markets. Notice that there is a potentially non-trivial 
informational spillover between the sale and the rental markets. A firm 
negotiating with the landlord can draw information not only from the 
recent lease contracts, but also the recent sale deals of that building. 
Thereby, the informational spillover would potentially enhance the 
bargaining process and speed up the information revelation. 
A natural starting point would be a comparison between the 
detrended property price and the detrended property rent in both markets. 
Similar comparison can also be made in terms of trading volume. 
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So this analysis re-computes the correlation coefficients between 
price and rent, also the correlation coefficients between the trading 
volumes on the two markets. Parallel to the analyses of the sale and the 
rental markets, Figure 11 and 12 depict the frequency distribution of the 
two kinds of correlation coefficients. Figure 13 and 14 plot the 
correlation between returns against the real average price and rent 
respectively. Figure 15 and 16 plot the correlation between trading 
volumes against the number of sales and rental transactions respectively. 
Finally, the two kinds of correlations are plotted in the horizontal and 
vertical axis respectively to see the relationship, as in Figure 17. 
In a sense, the results are surprising in terms of the weak correlations. 
As shown in figure 11 and 12，both the correlation coefficients between 
the returns in the two markets, and the correlation coefficients between 
the trading volumes yield small absolute values. The former concentrates 
in the range of-0.2�0.2，the latter concentrates in the range o f - 0 . 3 � 0 . 3 . 
The same results are established for the truncated period. 
(Figure 11 and 12 about here) 
Furthermore, the correlations between the number of sales 
transactions and the number of rental transactions are not systematically 
related to the trading volumes in either market, as shown in figure 13 and 
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14. Similarly, the correlations between price and rent are not 
systematically related to the price or rental level in either market, as 
shown in figure 15 and 16. So, neither building liquidity nor building 
quality in the sale office market and the rental office market contributes 
to explain the weak correlations between the two markets' returns or 
trading volumes. 
(Figure 13-16 about here) 
Figure 17 even shows that the correlations between price and rent are 
not systematically related to the correlations between trading volumes of 
the two markets. The lack of connection between the sale market and the 
rental market is clearly a challenge to the future research. 
(Figure 17 about here) 
5.4 Aggregated Market 
This section conducts another robust test, namely, the effect of 
geographical aggregation on the price-trading volume correlations. As in 
the disaggregate study, transactions recorded in gross price (or rent) 
terms and in net price (or rent) terms are separated in analysis. For each 
district and region, two subgroups are defined, one in gross terms and the 
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Other in net terms. The split will impair the sample size more or less 
and lead to some inconsistent outcomes of the same district or region, as 
discussed later. 
The results of correlation significance of the sales transactions in the 
aggregate markets are summarized in Table 10. Most of districts, over 
90% in gross terms and about 70% in net terms, display insignificant 
correlations between price and trading volume. There is no district 
establishing a significantly negative price-trading volume correlation, 
either in gross terms or in net terms. At the regional level, all the three 
regions display insignificant price-trading volume correlations in gross 
terms. In net terms there are 2/3 of regions with insignificant correlations 
and 1/3 with significantly positive correlation. Further, it is found that 
the results of the truncated period are very close to those from the entire 
period, i.e., most districts and regions do not show a clear price-trading 
volume relationship in the sale office market. 
(Table 10 about here) 
The aggregate rental markets establish similar results to the 
aggregate sale markets, in both the entire period and the truncated period. 
As summarized in Table 11, all districts are found to be insignificant in 
32 Some transactions have complete records of both gross and net areas. To avoid the double-counting 
problem, such transactions are placed in only one subgroup. So the two subgroups are non-
overlapping. 
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gross terms. In net terms, 75% of districts display insignificant 
correlations, significantly negative correlation is also found to be 12.5%. 
At the regional level, the results both in gross terms and in net terms are 
the same as those in the sale market. In the truncated period, the 
proportion of significantly negative correlation increases at the district 
level, yet the insignificant correlation still dominates, and all regions 
display the insignificant correlations. 
(Table 11 about here) 
Differences in the derived percentages in alternative price (or rent) 
terms results from the different sample size. Being split, the number of 
observations in gross (or net) price terms alone in some quarters is quite 
small. Other than the induction bias, small sample size also scales up the 
percentage difference. However, the main message preserves, namely 
that there is little correlation between trading volume and the 
corresponding price or rent. 
The granger causality test results of the aggregated sale and rental 
office market are reported in Table 12 and 13 respectively. Both at the 
district level and the region level, the majority of districts and regions 
display insignificant causal relationship. The only exception occurs at 
the regional level in net terms, as shown in the third row of Table 12. But 
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there are only three regions hence, in the case of small sample size, the 
result should be interpreted cautiously. The causality at the district level, 
if any, is mainly in way of trading volume positively granger causing 
price (or rent). Negative causality is never found at the district level. 
Compared with the entire period, the truncated period in gross terms 
yields similar results at both the district and regional levels: there is no 
clear price (or rent)-trading volume relationship for most geographical 
areas. In net terms, however, the difference is obvious. More districts and 
regions display significant lead-lag relationships in the truncated period 
than in the entire period. The two-way causalities are even found in two 
regions in net terms, Kowloon and New Territories, as conveyed in the 
last row of Table 12. Specifically, Kowloon displays both the positive 
leading and the positive lagged relationship between price and trading 
volume; New Territories displays the positive relationship of price 
granger causing trading volume together with the negative relationship 
of trading volume granger causing price. However, the negative causality 
cannot infer the general situation of the regional level, because in net 
terms there is only one building among only four transactions in the 
present study. The negative causality at the district level in net terms (as 
reported in the last third row of Table 12) is obtained from the same 
building. Considering the sample size limitation, it is believed that the 
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aggregate data supports the conclusions drawn from disaggregate data. 
(Table 12 and 13 about here) 
Table 14 summarizes the results of the correlation significance test 
and the granger causality test for the entire Hong Kong respectively. 
Both the sale market and the rental market display the insignificant 
correlation between price (or rent) and trading volume. There are few 
granger causalities between the two variables too, except that the trading 
volume of the sale market positively leads the gross price. The truncated 
period holds the same results as the entire period, implying that there is 
no structural break in the office property market. 
(Table 14 about here) 
5.5 Chapter Summary 
In the sale office market, about 90% of buildings do not exhibit any 
significant correlation between price and trading volume, and over 80% 
� \ 
of buildings do not display any lead-lag relationship between the two 
variables. Neither building quality nor liquidity contributes to the 
examination of the weak correlations. The change of the political regime 
and the Asian financial crisis shock in 1997 did not have the structural 
effect on the price-trading volume relations either. 
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In the rental office market, there is no clear correlation or causal 
relationship between rent and trading volume for the majority of 
buildings. Similar to the sale market, there is no behavioral impact 
(quality or liquidity difference) or structural break on the rent-volume 
relations. Besides, difference in contract renewal (routine versus 
non-routine) did not affect the correlation significance either. 
The lack of apparent connection between the sale market and the rent 
market is verified in the investigation of the overlapping sample. Further, 





The primary purpose of this study is to verify and estimate the 
relationship between property price/rent and trading volume in the 
commercial real estate market. This is particularly interesting in light of 
the fact that positive price-volume correlation has been found in the 
residential property markets. The data set of the research combines 
information from nearly 700 office buildings in the sale and rental 
markets of Hong Kong during the period 1992-2001. 
The most important finding is that, the majority of office buildings in 
the sale market and the rental market neither display any significant 
correlations nor lead-lag relationship between the price/rent and the 
trading volume. These predictions are at odds with search theoretic 
models but consistent with rational expectation models of perfect capital 
market, such as Lucas (1978). For buildings with significant lead-lag 
relationship between the price/rent and the trading volume, the 
relationship can be positive or negative, and the causality can go either 
way (leading or lagging). This finding also holds in different 
sub-samples and different levels of geographical aggregation. 
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These results are in sharp contrast to the previous literature. As 
suggested in figure 18’ and Leung, Lau and Leong (2002), the residential 
property market displays positively significant correlation between the 
property price and trading volume, in approximately the same period of 
time and at different levels of aggregation. Leung, Lau and Leong (2002) 
also identify clear causal relationship between price and trading volume 
after appropriate filtering procedures. It means that the commercial 
property behaves very differently from the residential property. 
(Figure 18 about here) 
This study opens up a question whether there are fundamental 
structural differences between the commercial property market and the 
residential property market. The two mainstream theories for the latter, 
namely, the down-payment theory and the search theory, appear to be 
less relevant for the former. 
Since the major customers of commercial property (i.e. the firms) 
face less severe financial constraints than the residential property market 
counterparts (i.e. the households), the results of the study can be 
interpreted as an indirect evidence for the dominant role of the imperfect 
capital market effect in the property market. Once the imperfect capital 
market factor is diluted, the price/rent-trading volume relationship 
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simply disappears. If the informational friction is in fact overwhelmed by 
the imperfect capital market consideration, it will carry very different 
policy recommendations, as suggested in the introduction. 
Alternatively, it can be argued that the search theoretic models were 
primarily developed for the residential real estate market and thus may 
not apply to the commercial market. In other words, a search theoretic 
model for commercial real estate market with implications consistent 
with the insignificant price/rent-trading volume relations is demanded. 
One could also argue that the findings here are probably due to some 
local features of the Hong Kong commercial real estate market which are 
not shared by other markets. However, even if considering the possible 
theoretical and empirical restrictions, this study still cannot explain why 
significantly negative correlation could ever arise. Neither can this study 
explain that the causality between price/rent and trading volume can be 
both positive and negative. As in the case of "equity premium puzzle" 
and “business cycle puzzle", only some robust statistical findings are 
no 
established but short of a theoretical explanation. Clearly, more efforts 
are needed to synthesize the dramatic difference in the residential 
property market and the commercial counterpart. 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 1 Number of Buildings in Each Sample Group 
Number of buildings Sale Rental Overlapping 
Full sample (total no. of transactions >4) 547 242 108 
Restricted sample (total no. of transactions > 40) 124 41 11 
Table 2 Number of Transactions in Each District and Region 
(Sale Market) 
Market Transactions 
Entire Hong Kong Central & Western 3953 8773 18880 
Hong Kong Island Wan Chai 2*928 
Eastern 1773 
Southern n 9 
Kowloon Yau Tsim Mong 7502 9001 
Sham Shui Po 242 
Kowloon City 503 
Kwun Tong 754 
WongTai Sin 0_ 
New Tsuen Wan 662 1106 
Territories Tuen Mun 129 
Yuen Long 72 
Kwai Tsing 160 
Shatin 83 
Tai Po 0 
Northern 0 




Table 3 Number of Transactions in Each District and Region 
(Rental Market) 
Market Transactions 
Entire Hong Kong Central & Western 1653 2895 6549 
Hong Kong Island Wan Chai 1125 
Eastern 117 
Southern 0 
Kowloon Yau Tsim Mong 2374 2722 
Sham ShuiPo 234 
Kowloon City 26 
Kwun Tong 88 
Wong Tai Sin. 0 
New Tsuen Wan 222 932 
Territories Tuen Mun 5 
Yuen Long 0 
Kwai Tsing 153 
Shatin 256 
Tai Po 14 
Northern 282 
Sai Kong 0 
Islands 0 
Table 4 Summary of Statistics 
Sale Market Rental Market Variable List : : max mm mean max mm mean 
Trading volume in each bldg. 542 4 34,5 343 4 Z M ~ 
Efficient sampling period 39 4 29.3 37 4 19 
Zero transaction period 36 0 26.9 36 9 30.4 
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Table 11 Significance Test of the Correlation Coefficients 
(Aggregated Rental Market) 
Sample Positive* Negative* Insignificant Total 
6 49 492 547 1992Q1 Full ^ � (1.10%) (8.96%) (89.94%) (100%) 
2001Q4 Restricted ^ 6 二� „ , � 斗^ 
(2.42%) (4.84%) (92.74%) (1Q0%) 
1992Q1 Full ^ ^ ^ ^ � (4.60%) (2.19%) (93.21%) (100%) 
1997Q2 Restricted &25%) ^3.12%) S).63%) 二 0%) 
Note: 1. * denotes that it is significant at the 95% confidence level. 
2. Figures in parentheses are the corresponding percentage of the total number. 
Table 6 Test for Granger Causality between Price and Trading Volume 
(Sale Market) 
Sample Price-> Vol Vol —Price Neither Total 
35 51 461 547 1992Q1 Full (6.40%) (9.32%) (84.28%) (100%) � — 
2001Q4 Restricted ^ 口 104 124 
(2.420/0) (13.71%) (83.87%) (100%) 
39 46 372 457 199201 Full 
乂 (8.530/0) (10.07%) (81.40%) (100%) 
1997Q2 Restricted ^ 丨丨 80 96 
(5.21%) (11.46%) (83.33%) (100%) 
Among bldgs with Price Vol Price — Vol Vol Price Vol — Price Two-Way Total 
significant causality (+) (-) (+) (-) Causality 
^ 9 49 2 0 1992Q1 Full (30.23%) (10.47%) (56.98%) (2.33%) (100%) 
2001Q4 Restricted ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ " " " ^ (10%) (5%) (85%) (0%) (100%) 
16 23 28 18 0 85 1992Q1 Full (18.82%) (27.06%) (32.94%) (21.18%) (100%) 
〜 .11 
蘭 r o „ • . 2 3 9 2 0 16 1997Q2 Restricted (12.50%) (18.75%) (56.25%) (12.50%) (100%) 
Note: 1. —> denotes the former granger causes the latter. 
2. (+)，(-) denotes the positive and negative causality. 
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Table 11 Significance Test of the Correlation Coefficients 
(Aggregated Rental Market) 
Sample Positive* Negative* Insignificant Total 
1992Q1 Full ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Y (0.83%) (13.63%) (85.54%) (100%) 
—• • -1 3 37 41 2001Q4 Restricted (2.44%) (7.32%) (90.24%) (100%) 
1992Q1 Full ^ ^ ^ ^ 乂 (0%) (6.56%) (93.44%) (100%) 
0 0 21 21 1997Q2 Restricted 
^ ^ (100%) (100%) 
Note: 1. * denotes that it is significant at the 95% confidence level. 
2. Figures in parentheses are the corresponding percentage of the total number. 
Table 8 Significance Test of the Correlation Coefficients 
(Rental Market Sub-samples of Different "Routine Contract Renewal" Proportions) 
Interval Positive* Negative* Insignificant Total 
~0 1 (0.76%) 20 (15.27%) 110(83.97%) 131 
1 - 2 5 % 1 (1.52%) 5 (7.58%) 60 (90.91%) 66 
2 6 - 5 0 % 0 6 (17.65%) 28 (82.35%) 34 
5 1 - 7 5 % 0 2 (22.22%) 7 (77.78%) 9 
76-100% 0 0 2 (100%) 2 
Total 2(0.83%) 33 (13.63%) 207 (85.54%) 242 
Note: 1. * denotes that it is significant at the 95% confidence level. 
2. Figures in parentheses are the corresponding percentage of the total number. 
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Table 9 Test for Granger Causality between Rent and Trading Volume 
(Rental Market) 
Sample Ren t -> Vol Vol - > Rent Neither Total 
28 14 200 242 
1992Q1 Full 
〜 (11.57%) (5.79%) (82.64%) (100%) 
2001Q4 Restricted ^ ^ ^^ 
(14.63%) (7.32%) (78.05%) (100%) 
15 21 86 122 199201 Full 
• (12.30%) (17.21%) (70.49%) (100%) 
� III! “ 
0 3 18 21 1997Q2 Restricted 
^ (14.29%) (85.71%) (100%) 
Among bldgs with R e n t V o l R e n t V o l Vol - > Rent Vol - > Rent Two-Way Total 
significant causality ^ O ^ (-) Causality 
9 19 9 5 0 42 
199201 Full 
乂 (21.43%) (45.24%) (21.43%) (11.90%) (100%) 
~ j - - j 0 9 200104 Restricted 
(11.11%) (55.56%) (22.22%) (11.11%) (100%) 
7 8 12 9 0 199201 Full 乂 (19.44%) (22.22%) (33.33%) (25.00%) (100%) 
0 0 0 3 0 3 1997Q2 Restricted (0%) (0%) (0%) (100%) (100%) 
Note: 1. — denotes the former granger causes the latter. 
2. (+)，(-) denotes the positive and negative causality. 
Table 10 Significance Test of the Correlation Coefficients 
(Aggregated Sale Market) 
Sample Positive* Negative* Insignificant Total 
Districts (G) 1 (7.69%) 0 12 (92.31%) 13 
Districts (N) 3 (30%) 0 1 (70%) 10 
2001O4 Regions (G) 0 0 3 (100%) 3 
Regions (N) 1 (33.33%) 0 2 (66.67%) 3 
Districts (G) 1 (8.33%) 0 11 (91.67%) \i 
〜^ Districts (N) 2 (25%) 0 6 (75%) 8 
1997Q2 Regions (G) 0 0 3 (100%) 3 
Regions (N) 1 (33.33%) 0 2 (66.67%) 3 
N o t e : 1. G denotes the sub-sample of transactions recorded in gross unit price; 
2. N denotes the sub-sample of transactions recorded in net unit price; 
3. * denotes that it is significant at the 95% confidence level. 
4. Figures in parentheses are the corresponding percentage of the total number. 
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Table 11 Significance Test of the Correlation Coefficients 
(Aggregated Rental Market) 
Sample Positive* Negative* Insignificant Total 
199201 Districts (G) 0 0 12 (100%) 12 � Districts (N) 1 (12.5%) 1 (12.5%) 6 (75%) 8 
2001Q4 Regions (G) 0 0 3 (100%) 3 
Regions (N) 1(33.33%) 0 2 (66.67%) 3 
199201 Districts (G) 0 1 (9.09%) 10(90.91%) H � Districts (N) 0 2 (33.33%) 4 (66.67%) 6 
1997Q2 Regions (G) 0 0 3 (100%) 3 
Regions (N) 0 0 3 (100%) 3 
Note : 1. G denotes the sub-sample of transactions recorded in gross unit price; 
2. N denotes the sub-sample of transactions recorded in net unit price; 
3. * denotes that it is significant at the 95% confidence level. 
4. Figures in parentheses are the corresponding percentage of the total number. 
Table 12 Granger Causality Test in the Aggregated Sale Market 
P —Vol P - ^ V o l Vol — P Vol — P Two-Way Sample Neither _ Total ^ O ^ O Causality 
Districts 0 0 4 0 9 0 13 
(G) (30.77%) (69.23%) 
1 1 Districts 1 0 i 0 8 0 
� (N) (10%) (10%) (80%) 
s 0 0 2 0 i 0 3 
(G) (66.67%) (33.33%) 
Regions 0 0 0 0 3 0 3 
W (100%) 
Districts 1 0 2 0 9 0 12 
(G) (8.33%) (16.67) (75%) 
1 Districts 2 0 3 1 2 0 8 ~ ~ ~ 
� (N) (25%) (37.5%) (12.50/0) (25%) 
1 9 ; Regions 0 0 2 0 1 0 3 
(G) (66.67%) (33.33%) 
R e g i o n s 2 0 1 1 1 2 3 
(N) (66.67%) (33.33%) (33.33%) (33.33%) 
N o t e : 1. G denotes the sub-sample of transactions recorded in gross unit price; 
2. N denotes the sub-sample of transactions recorded in net unit price; 
3. —> denotes the former granger causes the latter. 
4. (+)，(-) denotes the positive and negative causality. 
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Table 13 Granger Causality Test in the Aggregated Rental Market 
^ , R —Vol R —Vol Vol — R Vol — R Two-Way Sample Neither ^ Total ^ O H O Causality 
Districts 0 0 0 0 12 0 12 
(G) (100%) 
199201 Districts 2 0 1 0 5 0 8 
� (N) (25%) (12.5%) (62.5%) 
2001Q4 Regions 0 0 0 0 3 0 3 
(G) (100%) 
Regions 0 0 0 0 3 0 3 
21) (100%) 
Districts 0 0 0 0 11 0 11 
(G) (100%) 
1 Districts 1 0 i 0 4 0 6 ~ 
~ (N) (16.67%) (16.67%) (66.66%) 
1 2 Regions 1 0 0 0 2 0 3 ~ 
(G) (33.33%) (66.67%) 
R e g i o n s ~ 0 0 0 1 2 0 3 
W (33.33%) (66.67%) 
N o t e : 1. G denotes the sub-sample of transactions recorded in gross unit price; 
2. N denotes the sub-sample of transactions recorded in net unit price; 
3. —> denotes the former granger causes the latter. 
4. (+)’ (-) denotes the positive and negative causality. 
Table 14 Test for Correlation Significance and the Granger Causality 
in the Sale Market and Rental Market of Entire Hong Kong 
Sample Period Market Correlation Granger Causality 
Sale Market (G) Insignificant Volume — Price (+) 
1992Q1-2001Q4 Sale Market (N) Insignificant Neither 
Rental Market (G) Insignificant Neither 
Rental Market (N) Insignificant Neither 
Sale Market (G) Insignificant Volume -> Price (+) 
1992Q1-1997Q2 Sale Market (N) Insignificant Neither 
Rental Market (G) Insignificant Neither 
Rental Market (N) Insignificant Neither 
Note： 1. G denotes the sub-sample of transactions recorded in gross unit price; 
2. N denotes the sub-sample of transactions recorded in net unit price; 
3. - > denotes the former granger causes the latter. 
4. (+) denotes the positive causality. 
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Figure 1 Distribution of the Trading Volume 
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Figure 3 Distribution of Correlation in the Sale Market 
(Full Sample) 
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Figure 5 Price Effect on the Correlation in the Sale Market 
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Figure 6 Volume Effect on the Correlation in the Sale Market 
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Figure 9 Rent Effect on the Correlation in the Rental Market 
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Figure 10 Volume Effect on the Correlation in the Rental 
Market 
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Figure 13 Effect of No. of Sales Transactions on the 
Correlation between Volumes (Overlapping Sample) 
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Figure 14 Effect of No. of Rental Transactions on the 
Correlaion between Volumes (Overlapping Sample) 
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Figure 16 Rent Effect on the Correlation between Returns 
(Overlapping Smaple) 
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Figure 17 Relationship Beween Two Correlations 
in the Overlapping Sample 
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Figure 18 Price Indices and No. of Sales Transactions 
in Housing Market of Hong Kong (1992-2001) 
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Cheng Wing Yan (2002) table 2. 
Note: figures in 2001 are provisional. 
No. of transactions do not include primary sales of Government-subsided housing units. 
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Figure 19 Average Loan-to-Value Ratio of New Loans 
Approved During the Month (1998-2003) 
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Source: The Hong Kong Monetary Authority, Residential Mortgage Survey. 
Statistics are collected from June 1998 onwards. 
Note: l.The Residential Mortgage Survey is a continuous monthly survey covering 27 authorized 
institutions in the banking industry. With effect from the position of December 2002, the 
number of authorized institutions participating in this survey is reduced to 27 from 28 due 
to consolidation in the banking industry. 
2. Residential mortgage loans in this survey are loans (including refinancing loans) to 
private individuals for the purchase of residential properties, including uncompleted units, 
but other than those properties under the Home Ownership Scheme, the Private Sector 
Participation Scheme and the Tenants Purchase Scheme. 
3. Gross new loans made are new mortgage loans drawn down during the surveyed month. 
4. New loans approved are mortgage loans approved during the surveyed month. The loans 
can either be drawn down in the same month or in the following months. Loans that are 
approved but not yet drawn, which have implications for the amount of gross new loans 
made in the following months, are shown under the item "New loans approved during 
month but not yet drawn". 
5. Average loan-to-value ratio for new loans approved during the surveyed month are 
average figures weighted by the amount of new loans approved during the surveyed month 
by individual reporting institutions. 
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% Program 1 Generating Variables & Splitting Samples 
% This program is to generate the following variables of each building in the rental market: 
% tv - total volumes (tv) 
% zp - zero transaction quarters 
% swre - quarterly weighted average real rent in gross/net type (typing) 
% swror - quarterly weighted average ROR 
% and to split the sample by different routine contract renewal proportions. 
% Written by Yinggang Du. 
clear 
fprintf('Begin now!\n'); 
[mon,yr,name,tp,gross,net,type,renew,region,mkt]=textread('lease_split.txtV%f%f%s %f % f . . . 
% f % s %s %s %s’,'headerlines’，l); 
CPI 二 textread(’cpi.txt'’'o/of，'headerlines'，1); 
quarter=(yr-1992)*4+ceil(mon/3); 
quarter0=[l:40]; 
c= 1 ； %c is the building no. 






indexO=[]; % initialize 
11 =length(char(build)); 12=length(char(regional)); % find out the same building 
while k<=length(name) & length(char(name(k)))==l 1 







orig_number(build0)=0; % define the splitting criteria 
for k 1 =inciexO( 1): indexO(l_indexO) 





ratio(buildO)=orig_number(buildO)/l_indexO; % calculate the proportions 


















for q=l :40 







i f index9>l 
for q=l :40 %there are 40 quarters together 
index 11=[]; %initialize 
index 11 =fmd(quarter(indexO)==q); %the index set for the 'build' in a quarter 









vol(buildO,q)=length(index 11); %trading volumes in each quarter 
stp(buildO,q)=sum(tp(indexO(index 11))); %sum of total rent 
weight(indexl l)=tp(indexO(inciexl l))/stp(buildO,q)； 
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if char(type(c))=='g' %gross unit rent 
wp(indexl l)=weight(indexl l).*gross(indexO(indexl 1))’； 
else 
wp(indexl l)=weight(indexl l).*net(indexO(indexll))'; 
end 
swp(buildO,q)=sum(wp(index 11)); %weighted average price of each quarter 
re(buildO,q)=swp(builclO,q)/CPI(q); %real price 
end 
end %end for q= 1:40 
index3=find(abs(re(buildO,:))>eps); 
iflength(index3)<40 












swror(build0)=sum(wror); %weighted average ror 
weire=wei.*re(buildO,:); 
swre(buildO)=sum(weire); %weighted average real rent 
fprintf(Tinished no. %d building: %s in region %s!\n',buildO,char(build),char(regional)); 
buildO=buildO+l; 
end %end for if index9>l 
c=c+length(indexO); 
end %end for while 'c<length(name)' 
fprintf('The number of buildings in each range a re : . . . 




% Program 2 ADF test 







nob(lc)=length(ROR(k，index8 � : index8(length(index8)))) ; 
dror(k, 1 :index8( 1 ))=zeros( 1 ,length( 1 :index8( 1))); 
dror(k，index8(l)+l:index8(length(index8)))=diff(ROR(k，index8(l):index8(length(index8)))); 
dror(k,index8(length(index8))+l :40)=zeros(l ,length(index8(length(index8))+l :40)); 






if t_adf(k)<0.34 & t_adf(k)>-3.33 




dvol(k, 1 :index8( 1)-1 )=zeros( 1 ’length( 1 :index8( 1)-1)); 
dvol(k,index8(l):index8(length(index8)))=diff(vol(k,index8(l)-l:index8(length(index8)))); 
dvol(k,index8(length(index8))+1:40)=zeros( 1 ,length(index8(length(index8))+1:40)); 
[b2,bint2,r2,rint2,stat2]=regress(dvol(k,index8(l):index8(length(index8)))',... 





if t_adf2(k)<0.34 & t_adf2(k)>-3.33 








% Program 3 Granger Causality Test 








% test if volO granger causes rorO 
[b 1 (: ’k)，bintl,rl ’rint 1，stat 1 ]=regress(volO(k,indexO( 1)+1:indexO(length(indexO)))',... 
[ones(nob( k) - l , l ) volO(k,indexO( 1 ):indexO(length(indexO))-1)'... 
ror0(k,index0(l):index0(length(index0))-l)'],0.05); 
[b2,bint2,r2,rint2,stat2]=regress(vol0(k,index0(l)+l:indexO(length(indexO)))',... 
[ones(nob(k)-1,1) volO(k,indexO(l):indexO(length(indexO))-1 )丨]，0.05); 
rsq 1 (k)=stat 1(1); rsq2(k)=stat2( 1); 
ff(k)=(nob(k)-3)*(rsql(k)-rsq2(k))/( 1 -rsql(k)); 
% test if volO granger causes rorO 
[b3(:,k),bint3,r3,rint3,stat3]=regress(rorO(k,indexO( 1)+1:indexO(length(indexO)))',... 








for g=l :length(leadbldg) 
gg(g)=bl(3,leadbldg(g)); 
end 






posleadO=poslead/total; negleadO=neglead/total； poslagO=poslag/total; neglagO=neglag/total; 
tablO(l,:)=[poslead neglead poslag neglag total]; tabl0(2，:)=[poslead0 negleadO poslagO neglagO]; 
fprintf( 'Well done!\n')； 
save granger—rental 
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% Program 4 PACF & Prewhiten 
% In this program stationary series rorO & volO are replaced by the prewhitened series. 
% Written by Dandan Feng 
clear 
fprintf(,Let"s go!\n')； load adf_rental 
for k=l:length(tv) 
[pacr(k，:）lags bounds]=parcorr(ror0(k,:),4,[],2); 
[pacv(k,:) lags bounds]=parcorr(vol0(k,:),4,[],2); 
end 
rl=find(abs(pacr(:,2))>=max(bounds) & abs(pacr(:,3))<max(bounds) & . . • 
abs(pacr(:,4))<max(bounds)); 
for lcr l=l : length(r l) 













vl=fmd(abs(pacv(:,2))>=max(bounds) & abs(pacv(:，3))<max(bounds) & … 
abs(p�cv(:，4))<max(bounds)); 
for kvl=l : length(vl ) u ^ n - v v -
al=th2poly(ar(vol0(vl(kvl),:)|’l’|fb0,)); fvv(kvl,:)=filter(al,l ,volO(vl(kvl),.)). , 
volO(vl(kvl),:)=fvv(kvl,:); 
=fmd(abs(pacv(:，3))>=max(bounds) & abs(pacv(:，4))<max(bounds)); 
化 rk=;SSU2(_，:)’，2，窗))；吵2，:)侧拳丨輯嚇|; 
vol0(v2(kv2),:)=fvv(kv2,:); end v3=find(abs(pacv(:,4))>=max(bounds))； 




fprintfCWell done!\n')； save pacf_rental 
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% Program 5 Bootstrapping Correlation Coefficients 
% Extracted from programs written and provided by Youngman Leong. 
function [scor, distr]=bootl(data,stat,rep); 
% data - a matrix containing the data used in computing the statistic 
% Stat - a procedure with a single input (a data matrix) that computes the desired statistic 
% rep - the number of bootstrap replications performed 
% scor - sample correlation coefficients 
% distr - distribution of the estimates 
ndata=size(data,l); i=0; 
for i=l:rep, ind=randint(ndata，l，[l，ndata]); distr(i, 1 )=feval(stat,data(ind,:)); end 
% record each estimate from resampling 
x=coiTcoef(data); scor=x(l,2); % compute sample correlation coefficients 
function rho=CorrStatl(x); % CorrStat Correlation coefficient 
n=size(x，l); m=mean(x); x=x-m(ones(n，l)，:)； V=x'*x; 
rho=V(2,1 )/sqrt(V( 1，1 )*V(2,2)); 
function z=prtboot( ndata, scor, distr, loopno, fid); 
Bcor=mean(distr); 
upb=prctile(distr,97.5);lob=prctile(distr,2.5); % select the 97.5 percentile and 2.5 percentile 
f^rintf(fid,'o/o5.6f\t%5.6f\t%5.6f\t%5.6f\t�/o5.6Ato/o5.6f\t\n'，loopno,ndata，scor，Bcor，upb，lob); 
if lob>0, x = l ; elseif upb<0, x=l ; else,x=0; end 
if scor>0，y=l; else, y=0; end 
z=[x y]; 
function us01(data,loopno,fidl,rid2) % call function list: bootl, CorrStat 1, prtboot. 
z=[123]; o/oinitalize 
tdata=data; 
ndata=size(tdata, 1);% input data, function form，number of recursive loop 
[scor distr]=bootl(tdata, 'CorrStatr,loopno);% saving the estimation 
z=[z prtboot( ndata, scor, distr, loopno, fidl)]; 
% input no of observatoin, sample correlation coefficient, resamplying distribution, no of loop 
f id3=l ; 
prtbootr ndata, scor, distr, loopno, fid3); 
fprintf(fid2； % l f , z ) ; 
fprintf(fid2,' \n')； 
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% Program 6 Applying Bootstrap Method 
% This program is to apply the bootstrapping method to compute the correlation between rent 
% (rorO) and trading volumes (volO), and to test the coefficient significance. 


















% Program 7 Defining the Overlapping Sample 
% Written by Yinggang Du & Dandan Feng 
clear 
fprintf('Begin now!\n'); 
load pacf一 sale 
bldg_set_sale=build_name; region_sale=region_name; type_sale=typing; 
vol一sale=volO; ror_sale=rorO; tv_sale=tv; real_price=swre; 
load pacfleasecombine 
bldg_set_lease=build_name; region_lease=region_name； type_lease=typing; 
vol_lease=volO; ror_lease=rorO; tv_lease=tv; real_rent=swre; 
indexO=[]; kO=l; 
for k= 1 :length(bldg_set_sale) 
k;k=l ； 11 =length(char(bldg_set_sale(k))); 12=length(char(region_sale(k))); 
while kk<=length(bldg_set_lease) 
if length(char(bldg_set_lease(kk)))==l 1 & length(char(region一lease(kk)))==12 











for p=l :length(overlap_name) 
media99=coiTcoef(vol_sale(indexO(p, 1 )，:)，vol_lease(index0(p，2)，:))； tvcor(p)=media99(l,2); 
mcclia88=corrcoef(ror_sale(index0(p,l),:),ror_lease(index0(p,2),:))； rorcor(p)=media88(l,2); 
tvsale(p)=tv_sale(indexO(p, 1)); tvlease(p)=tv_lease(index0(p,2)); 
realprice(p)=real_price(indexO(p, 1)); realrent(p)=real_rent(index0(p,2)); 
typesale(p)=type_sale(indexO(p, 1)); typelease(p)=type_lease(index0(p,2)); 
end 
fo r j j= l : 10 
rantv(l 1 -jj)=length(find(tvcor>=(-jj)/l 0 & tvcor<(l-jj)/10)); 
ranror( 11 -jj)=length(find(rorcor>=(-jj)/l0 & rorcor<(l-jj)/10)); 
end 
for j j= l 1:20 
rantvGj)=length(find(tvcor<(jj-l0)/10 & tvcor>=(jj-liyiO)); 
ranrorGj)=length(find(rorcor<Oj-l 0)/l 0 & roi-cor>=(ij-l 1)/10)); 
end 
fprintf('Well done!\n'); save overlap 
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